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QUESTION 1

A forensic analyst receives a hard drive containing malware quarantined by the antivirus application. 

After creating an image and determining the directory location of the malware file, which of the following helps to
determine when the system became infected? 

A. The malware file\\'s modify, access, change time properties. 

B. The timeline analysis of the file system. 

C. The time stamp of the malware in the swap file. 

D. The date/time stamp of the malware detection in the antivirus logs. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A small bank is introducing online banking to its customers through its new secured website. The firewall has three
interfaces: one for the Internet connection, another for the DMZ, and the other for the internal network. Which of the
following will provide the MOST protection from all likely attacks on the bank? 

A. Implement NIPS inline between the web server and the firewall. 

B. Implement a web application firewall inline between the web server and the firewall. 

C. Implement host intrusion prevention on all machines at the bank. 

D. Configure the firewall policy to only allow communication with the web server using SSL. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A startup company offering software on demand has hired a security consultant to provide expertise on data security.
The company\\'s clients are concerned about data confidentiality. The security consultant must design an environment
with data confidentiality as the top priority, over availability and integrity. 

Which of the following designs is BEST suited for this purpose? 

A. All of the company servers are virtualized in a highly available environment sharing common hardware and redundant
virtual storage. Clients use terminal service access to the shared environment to access the virtualized applications. A
secret key kept by the startup encrypts the application virtual memory and data store. 

B. All of the company servers are virtualized in a highly available environment sharing common hardware and redundant
virtual storage. Clients use terminal service access to the shared environment and to access the virtualized applications.
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Each client has a common shared key, which encrypts the application virtual memory and data store. 

C. Each client is assigned a set of virtual hosts running shared hardware. Physical storage is partitioned into LUNS and
assigned to each client. MPLS technology is used to segment and encrypt each of the client\\'s networks. PKI based
remote desktop with hardware tokens is used by the client to connect to the application. 

D. Each client is assigned a set of virtual hosts running shared hardware. Virtual storage is partitioned and assigned to
each client. VLAN technology is used to segment each of the client\\'s networks. PKI based remote desktop access is
used by the client to connect to the application. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The Chief Information Officer (CIO) of Company XYZ has returned from a large IT conference where one of the topics
was defending against zero day attacks - specifically deploying third party patches to vulnerable software. Two months
prior, the majority of the company systems were compromised because of a zero day exploit. Due to budget constraints
the company only has operational systems. The CIO wants the Security Manager to research the use of these patches. 

Which of the following is the GREATEST concern with the use of a third party patch to mitigate another un-patched
vulnerability? 

A. The company does not have an adequate test environment to validate the impact of the third party patch, introducing
unknown risks. 

B. The third party patch may introduce additional unforeseen risks and void the software licenses for the patched
applications. 

C. The company\\'s patch management solution only supports patches and updates released directly by the vendor. 

D. Another period of vulnerability will be introduced because of the need to remove the third party patch prior to
installing any vendor patch. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has decided to move to an agile software development methodology. The company gives all of its
developers security training. After a year of agile, a management review finds that the number of items on a vulnerability
scan has actually increased since the methodology change. 

Which of the following best practices has MOST likely been overlooked in the agile implementation? 

A. Penetration tests should be performed after each sprint. 

B. A security engineer should be paired with a developer during each cycle. 

C. The security requirements should be introduced during the implementation phase. 
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D. The security requirements definition phase should be added to each sprint. 

Correct Answer: D 
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